Name of the work: great variation in the ms. titles	li
etc.). No final colophon was written for it by the original copyist; a
later hand has written in iti sinhasanabattisi (!) katha S2mi sampur-
^am (!).
S calls the work consistently sinhasanadvatriAgatputtalikavartta.
(In five stories the word sinhasana is omitted.)
Ob's final colophon is iti sinhasanadvatringatkathanakam samaptam.
Otherwise it gives no name except in Story 1: iti sinhasanakathasu
prathama katha.
Oa regularly has sinhasanadvatringatikatha (often abbreviated to
sinha0 or the like). Its final colophon is iti dvatringatkatha samapta.
At the end of 1 it has iti vikramagake (!) sinhasanadvatringatkatha-
yam prathama katha.
C does not name the work at all except at the end of its second con-
clusion, which belongs to the Jainistic Recension.
L has at the end of 1, iti sinhasanakathakhyanam prathamam; at
the end of 2, iti sinhasanadvatrmgatkathayam dvitiyain akhyanam.
At the end of 3 L reads, iti tj-tiyam sinhasane kathanakam, and
similarly as a rule thruout the rest of the work. The noun Sinhasana,
in other words, is treated as the name of the work; and it is often
modified by one or more adjectives, such as somakantamanimaya, or
vikramarkaparakrama, or the like. L's final colophon (cf. Z above)
is iti sinhasanabatrM (!) samapt&t (!).
Names found in the manuscripts of the Jainistic Recension.—
There is little or no doubt that the original title of this recension was
Sinhasanadvatringaka. This is the nearly or quite universal colophon
of P, G, A, B, and H; P and G, however, commonly abbreviate,
reading something like sinha0. Q also has the same form in the first
half-dozen colophons. In K, also, it occurs more commonly than any
other name.
The form Sinhasanadvatringika is regular in Q from the seventh
story on, and in R from the eleventh on; it is found a very few times
in other manuscripts.
O most commonly has the name Sinhasanadvatringatkatha. This
also occurs sporadically in other mss*, both in the singular and in the
plural. The same epithet ending in °gatikatha is also found.
A few times (e. g. at the end of Story 4 in K, and of 8 in R) the word
sinhasana alone is treated as the title, as in the case of L (see above);
F regularly has Siihasanadvatringatika.
The first part of the title (sini&sana) is occasionally omitted.
In the final colophon* Q and R make the title Sinhasanadva£riA-

